
The highly adjustable Unifiller is a flexible 
tray filling machine that can fill trays, flats, or 
even larger pots of various dimensions and 
filling densities. 

When a tray enters the machine a rotor with 
adjustable speed will distribute the soil into 
the tray. The Unifiller achieves greater soil 
efficiency through a set of brushes which not 
only clean trays but also recycles excess soil by 
sending it back to the hopper.
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ADJUSTABLE TO DIFFERENT...

• Tray widths via side guides

• Tray heights via the filling head

• Compactions via the height of the
rotor in the filling head

• Rotor speeds

• Belt speeds

• Brush heights



Technical Specifications:

Motor Rating 1,36 kW, depending on parameters such as other machines, configuration etc

Electrical Requirements 208 V 3 phase 50 Hz + 0 + earth, in adequate power and if necessary filtered and 
stabilized. Other voltages on request

Soil Hopper Capacity 0.92 yards 700 liters

Conveyor Speed
Min. 6’ 7”/min 2 m/min

Max. 32’ 10”/min 10m/min

Tray Dimensions 23 5/8” X 15 4/5” X 8 1/4” 60 X 40 X 21 cm

Capacity Between 300-500 trays/hr
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OPTIONS:
• The Unifiller is available in both a left-handed or righthanded model; which changes the direction of

the belt relative to the hopper.

CAPACITY
• The hopper has a capacity of 0.92 yards (700 liters). It is compatible with trays up to the maximum

dimensions of (L x W x H) 23 5/8” x 15 3/4” x 8 1/4” (60 x 40 x 21 cm). The maximum capacity is approximately

500 trays per hour.

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS:
• The Unifiller works well when paired with a tray destacker, which automatically feeds the

machine, as well as an automatic seeder - both of which reduce manual labor hours.
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With over 20 years in the horticulture business, Bellpark Horticulture is a trusted name in 
Horticultural Automation Solutions. Serving growers in Canada and the United States, the 
Bellpark team strives to provide customers with the highest quality solutions.

Our sales and project consultants realize that each grower is different and that each project 
requires a personal level of attention to detail to ensure its success.

Our service team is committed to offering our customers the highest level of service with 
the quickest response time. With a dedicated parts and service department, our factory-
trained technicians are available when you need them.

Since 1967, Visser Horti Systems has designed and manufactured machines and complete 
production lines for both large and small horticulture nurseries.  They are dedicated to 
producing innovative, quality greenhouse machinery.


